Installation of Recon LED Dome Light PN#264163
“06” F350 CC

1) By hand, squeeze the dome light lens and gently pull to remove it from the housing
base. There is a small notch on the backside of the lens that can accept a small flat head
screwdriver to assist in the lens removal

2) With the lens removed, unscrew the 3 Philips head screws completely to remove the
housing from the ceiling. Once the housing is free from the ceiling, unclip the electrical
power line and remove the center primary dome light bulb.

3) With the housing free, use a small flat head screwdriver to remove the right and left
light reflector. Press the screwdriver against the small tab to release the reflector.

4) Remove the original spot light bulbs from the housing.
NOTE: LED lights are polarized and will only work if they are installed in the correct
direction
5) Holding the housing so the Ford logo faces you, install the LED bulbs. Noting the
direction of the text on the backside of the bulbs, the bulb on the right hand side should
have the text facing you and the bulb on the left side should have the text facing away
from you.
6) Reinstall the reflectors into the housing.
7) Reattach the power line to the housing and check the functionality of the spot lights.
Reattach the housing to the ceiling with the 3 Philips head screws.
8) With a door ajar carefully touch the contacts of the LED primary dome light to its
corresponding contacts. If the light does not turn on, flip the light around and contact the
opposite electrical contacts. If the light turns on, press the light into the housing by using
2 fingers in the center of the light.
NOTE: If you have to remove the LED primary dome light use a small screwdriver to
push the light from the backside of the bulb, do not pull the pc board.

9) Rotate the LED spot lights so they face out the ports
10) Reinstall the dome light lens

Tools Used:
Phillips head screwdriver, flat head screwdriver
Product recommendation:
Identify the positive side of the LED light. This will make it easier to convey the
polarization message of LED lights
Additional Notes:
• Lights are very easy to install, truly plug and play.
• I found that you need to take extra care with the primary LED dome light
because the pc board can be easily loosened from the light base. This is
especially true if you try removing the light from the housing
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